Kresge closing displaces activities

(Continued from page 1)
moved last weekend. However, Robert Holden, Associate Dean for Student Affairs, said almost no events other than rehearsals had to be cancelled. There was a meeting last night for those who have reservations to use Kresge in the coming weeks.

Kresge has been plagued with roof problems throughout its history. Shortly after Kresge opened in 1955, its original acrylic roof coating began to crack. That roof was replaced in 1963 by the current lead coating. However, movement of the lead plates has been a problem since then, and this year it was decided to replace the lead with copper plating. Ironically, the original plans for Kresge called for a copper-plated roof, but midway through construction the architect decided to try the acrylic coating instead.
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NYC anti-nuclear rally largest ever — Almost 200,000 people attended an anti-nuclear demonstration in Manhattan on Sunday, January 21. enh and Ralph Nader headed up the list of speakers and performers who entertained at the rally. This was the largest anti-nuclear event in US history and it culminated a weekend of protest rallies and concerts across the nation.

Kissinger memoir excerpts released — The first excerpts of Henry Kissinger’s memoirs were published yesterday by Time magazine. They contain no startling revelations, but they are reported to contain candid impressions of former President Nixon and Chinese and Soviet leaders.

McHenry replaces Young — Donald McHenry was sworn in Sunday as US ambassador to the United Nations, replacing Andrew Young. McHenry had been deputy ambassador under Young and has a reputation for caution and precise language.

Local

MBTA machinists given a second chance — The MBTA machinists union has been given 60 days to repair 200 bus engines by Governor Michael Dukakis. The union was given the opportunity after they performed poorly on a test last week.

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission has completed the first phase of their air search for 20 pounds of bomb-grade uranium. The search has continued for a week after the uranium was stolen.

Missing uranium still a mystery — The Nuclear Regulatory Commission has completed the first phase of their air search for 20 pounds of bomb-grade uranium. The search has continued for a week after the uranium was stolen.
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